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01. 다음 숙어들의 의미를 쓰라

① for one's sake

② figurative, metaphor, simile

③ substitute for

④ work out

⑤ status   Vs   stature   Vs   statue

⑥ medicate   Vs  mediate   Vs   meditate

⑦ -gress

⑧ causal   Vs   casual 

⑨ have their say

   : As for democracy, the masses may have their say, but the views of the 

minority have 

    no voice,

02.괄호에 들어갈 단어를 보기에서 고르시오

①[          ] : An opinion, system, or action that is [          ] is one that 

people can 

  argue is right or good. 

  ;Her reasons for acting are logically [          ], not morally.

②[          ] : If you remain [          ] when you do something, you do not 

let people 

  know that you were the person who did it

③[          ] : If you [          ] money, help, support, or an opinion from 

someone, 

 solicit, internalize, defensible ubiquitous, unanimous, anonymous 

 stem, predisposition, time-tested, epidemic, hygiene, staple food

 flaw, transit, priority, altruism, adjust, hierarchy, moderate
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  you ask them for it. 

  ;Again, I did not [          ] it, I was asked to do it

④[          ] : If you [          ] something such as a belief or a set of 

values, you 

  make it become part of your attitude or way of thinking.

⑤[          ] : [          ] is the practice of keeping yourself and your 

surroundings 

  clean, especially in order to prevent illness or the spread of diseases.

⑥[          ] : If a condition or problem [          ]s from something, it was 

caused 

  originally by that thing.

  :The [          ] of a plant is the thin, upright part on which the flowers and 

leaves 

  grow.

⑦[          ] : If you describe something or someone as [          ], you 

mean that 

  they seem to be everywhere. 

  ;Sugar is [          ] in the diet

⑧[          ] : [          ] is the carrying of goods or people by vehicle from 

one place 

  to another.

⑨[          ] : Seeking refuge in grad school in a recess of labor market is 

  a [          ] strategy. 

⑩[          ] : If you have a [          ] to behave in a particular way, you 

tend to 

  behave like that because of the kind of person that you are or the attitudes 

that you 

  have.

⑪[          ] : [          ] political opinions or policies are not extreme.
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  :If you [          ] something or if it [          ]s, it becomes less extreme 

or violent 

  and easier to deal with or accept.

⑫[          ] : If there is an [          ] of a particular disease somewhere, it 

affects a 

  very large number of people there and spreads quickly to other areas. 

Synonym is 

  pandemic

⑬[          ] : A [          ] is a system of organizing people into different 

ranks or 

  levels of importance, for example in society or in a company.

⑭[          ] : [          ] is unselfish concern for other people's happiness 

and welfare.


